EOSC BREAKOUT CATTLE SHOW  
Saturday, November 24, 2012  
Open to All Junior Exhibitors!

OCCA SANCTIONED

$30 Entry Fee *** $40 Late Entry  
Pre-entry Deadline: November 14

Must be checked in by 9:00 a.m. on Saturday, November 24  
10:00 A.M. HEIFER SHOW FOLLOWED BY PROSPECT STEERS

No Market Steers- Prospects only
Prospect steers - 900 pounds and below  
OCCA rules and regulations will be strictly enforced, Fitting will be allowed

NO SHOWMANSHIP
Judge: Geoff Andras

$2000 SCHOLARSHIP
Awarded to the Grand Steer and Grand Heifer Exhibitor to attend Eastern Oklahoma State College, Wilburton, OK and major in Agriculture

$250 Check  
Grand Prospect Steer  
Supreme Heifer  

$125 Check  
Reserve Grand Prospect Steer  
Reserve Supreme Heifer

70% payback will be paid in classes.  
Breeds determined by the OCCA Rules. Minimum of 3 to make a breed

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ENTRY FORM  
Mail Entries to: Agriculture Division  
EOSC BREAKOUT CATTLE SHOW  
Eastern Oklahoma State College  
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 2012  
1301 W. Main  
$30 ENTRY FEE *** $40 LATE FEE  
Wilburton, OK 74578  
PRE-ENTRY DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 14, 2012

NAME ____________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _________________________________________________________

CITY __________________________ STATE _______ ZIP _________________

BREED OF HEIFER ___________________________ HEIFER BIRTHDATE __________

BREED OF STEER ___________________________ TOTAL NUMBER OF HEAD __________

__________________________________________________________________

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY